


Festival 2022 at a Glance

Period: 21.10-27.11.2022

No. of days: 38

Programmes: Off-sets: the Photographies of Hong Kong 
Cinema (main exhibition); Satellite Exhibitions; Weekend 
Market; Public Programmes

No.of participating artists / vendors / speakers / facilitators: 
18 (exhibitions); 18 local 4 overseas (Weekend Market); 41 
(Public Programmes)

No. of Satellite Exhibitions: 6 

No. of talks: 1 (in-person); 4 (hybrid)

No. of discussions: 4 (in-person)

No. of workshops: 4

Number of guided visits: 18 (public); 5 (VIP); 6 (schools); 1 
(organisation)

Number of ‘Off-sets’ audiences: 8,366

Number of Satellite Exhibitions visitors: 13,030

Number of Weekend Market visitors: 1,812

Number of public programme participants: 588

Number of followers on FB / IG: 25,122; 8,144

Number of Festival guides printed: 4,000

Number of exhibition guides printed: 4,000

Number of posters printed: 600

Number of FB/ IG posts created: 58; 46

Online promotion audience reach (FB / IG): 3,402,345

Online promotion impressions (Google): 170,511

Media coverage audience reach: 32,251,393
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The exhibition brings together 12 image makers, who 
are also directors, art directors, cinematographers, 
production and stills photographers, costume and set 
designers, and magazine reporters. Transplanting their 
works from the realm of cinema, the exhibition 
showcases their uses of photography as examples of a 
broad range of visual constructions that reflect their 
varying means and intentions, as well as different ways 
photography and cinema interact as narrative mediums.



Why Off-sets?

Detached from the films they are born out 
of, the works, including those that deviate, 
or ‘offset’ from their original assignments, 
take on a life and direction of their own. 
Distinct as they are in photographic styles, 
means and formats, they come together to 
voice a tender yet steadfast dissent to the 
predominant on-screen narratives; 
challenge and serve as a counterbalance 
with alternative constructions, as well as 
queries and reflections on the industry, its 
people and their working environments.

Still from The Midnight After, directed by Fruit Chan, by Sharon Salad, 2014.



While the word ‘offset’ often evokes a negative 
connotation of futility — of one thing cancelling another 
out, or deviating from its intended trajectory — it might 
not be so futile after all if they can help us recognise the 
heterogeneous expressions, the collective efforts and 
unsung contributions of our visual culture.

Legendary Hong Kong pop star Anita Mui framed by Louie Wong for the 
magazine City Entertainment, 1991.



Tim Yip 葉錦添 
Oscar-winning Art Director



Anita Mui and Leslie Cheung captured by Tim Yip as costume designer on the set of 
Stanley Kwan’s Rouge, 1987.



Lo Yuk Ying
盧玉瑩 
Correspondent / Co-founder of the pivotal Hong Kong film magazine 
Film Bi-weekly (1979-2007), later renamed as City Entertainment.



“We made a point to shine light on 
the ‘heroes’ behind the scenes, so 
that they could be recognised and 
respected by the public. Back then, 
filmmaking was not considered a 
serious profession no matter how 
devoted you were.” 

Lo Yuk Ying

Ann Hui, director, 1979, right after launching her critically acclaimed debut 
feature The Secret.



“Lo Yuk Ying’s portrayal of a wide range of film practitioners bears 
witness of a then thriving Hong Kong film industry. Her deceptively 
straightforward images reveal indeed a keen participatory 
observation that draws us (the viewers) into her poetic interpretation 
of the subjects.”

Phoebe Wong, independent art researcher and writer

Works by Lo Yuk Ying, correspondent / co-founder of the pivotal Hong Kong 
film magazine Film Bi-weekly (1979-2007), later renamed as City 
Entertainment.



Fong Ho Yuen 
方浩源 
Stills Photographer since 1973Still from Long Arm of the Law (1984), directed by Johnny Mak Tong-hung, a 

classic of the social realist aestheticised violence genre.



“Movie sets are like 
battlefields. There are no 
retakes in action scenes: 
you wouldn’t ask for 
another explosion, and 
you certainly wouldn’t ask 
Bruce Lee to repeat his 
moves just so you could 
take more pictures. You 
need ‘fast hands’ to 
capture, even just one 
picture of the moment of 
impact, when the action 
exudes the most energy.”

Fong Ho Yuen

Stills from Zu: Warriors from the Magic Mountain, directed by Tsui Hark, 1982-83. The film heralded Tsui’s 
signature postmodern wuxia. 



Louie Wong 
黃志明
Film / entertainment magazine photographer since 1991



“The most interesting aspect of 
contact prints is that you can see 

what happened before and after that 
chosen frame. From that, one can 

observe the photographer’s thoughts 
and judgments. I personally like to 

observe other people’s contact 
prints. I am drawn to that 

‘photographic journey’. 
When I look back to my past work, I 
can’t help but think ‘Wow, so that’s 

what I was thinking about!’ I can 
trace my train of thought through the 

movement of my lens and body.” 

Louie Wong

Tony Leung Ka Fai, actor, shot for City Entertainment between 1991-92



Works by Louie Wong for City Entertainment during 1991-1992 
layed out as series of contact prints.



Wing Shya
夏永康
Stills photographer, Graphic Designer, Director 





“Once you let go of all the frameworks and rules for 
creating, the possibilities that have always been there will 
reveal themselves.” Wing Shya

On location snaps by Wing Shya for his directorial debut Hot Summer Days (2010).



Man Lim Chung 
文念中 
Art Director, Production Designer, Director 



Born out of functionality, the primacy lies not in aesthetic 
decisions of composition, colour or background, nor the need 
to ‘tell a thousand words’. Instead, these visual records of 
distant lands and strange sights, contained in this ordinary 
form, are at once documentary and surreal.

Man Lim Ching, a deleted scene of  Wong Kar Wai’s 2046. Man recorded the production 
team’s 10-day conversion of a dilapidated sugar factory in Bangkok into the home base 
of a travelling circus in the film, 1999.



“We were in Thailand before we headed 
for Cambodia. I had brought a camera 

with me, though I didn’t have time to 
take many photos in Thailand. When we 

arrived in Cambodia, I decided to 
capture more moments as I might never 
return. Hence, my attitude towards this 
photo collection was to take continuity 

photographs and to record this 
experience, without giving too much 

thought to details such as composition, 
colours, and finding the focus.

Perhaps being freed of such 
considerations allows one to better 

capture the moment.”

Man Lim Chung on his 
In the Mood for Love series, 2000. 



Snapped by the art director Man Lim Chung on 
the set of Out of the Blur (1996) directed by Jan 
Lam is Shirley Kwan playing the role of a teacher.  



“At the time, what we shot was continuity 
photographs. The production schedule of a film is 
often nonsequential, and because of this, we (art 
directors) would photograph the styling and 
decoration of each set, such as the pocket where 
a pen was slipped in, or the handbag carried by 
an actor. Details like these were captured using 
point-and-shoot film cameras. We do not give too 
much thought to details such as composition, 
colours, and finding the focus.”

Man Lim Chung 

Shots from a site visit for the film Out of the Blur, directed by Jan Lam, 1995.



Christopher Doyle 杜可風 
Cinematographer, Director 



“These works are not documents or 
records 'from the film.'

They are 'of' the space we work in,
and what the process of filmmaking 

suggests to me.
They are 'of' the creative 

experience.
The way I review, refine, re-form.

The energy, the movement, the 
making, the finding.”

Christopher Doyle



Jupiter Wong 木星
Stills Photographer, Assistant Director 



“Taking stills is to catch the very 
moment. As to what construes the very 
moment, that is a subjective and 
unconscious matter.”

Jupiter Wong



“The clapperboard represents the movie itself, a mission, some sort of language. 
Oftentimes, at the moment of the clap, the board and the actors’ eyes are together 
in the frame. I especially enjoy seeing their eyes at that moment.” 
Jupiter Wong

‘Clapperboard photos' series by Jupiter Wong



Still from Johnnie To’s The Mission (1999) by the stills photographer Okazaki Hirotake. The 
photographer captures the signature ‘stillness’ of To’s contemporary action movie.



‘Clapperboard photos' series by Jupiter Wong



Okazaki Hirotake
岡崎 裕武 
Stills Photographer 

Still from The Mission (1999), directed by Johnnie To, captures the ‘stillness’ of To’s 
contemporary rendition of the action films, a signature genre of Hong Kong cinema.



Starting with The Mission (1999), 
Okazaki went on to document many 
more of To’s Neo Noir ‘Milkyway’ 
films. Instead of capitalising on 
hardcore action scenes, Okazaki 
congeals the tension of their action 
choreography in the confrontational 
gaze of the actors.



Sharon Salad
李詩卉 
Stills Photographer 

Stills from The Midnight After, directed by Fruit Chan, 2004.



“Many people don’t consider the role of stills 
photographers as being significant; they think 

simple screenshots can be an easy substitute. 
Yet, the two tell very different stories: taking a 

still is to think of the frame without movement; 
cinematography requires meticulous 

fore-planning, whereas stills can be created 
more freely, even without coherence.”

Sharon Salad



Justine Yeung
楊應琪 
Stills Photographer

From Rigor Mortis directed by Juno Mak, 2013, a repackage the classic vampires films popular in 1980s.



“Initially, I played safe and followed the 
angles of the film camera with my shots. 
But as I learned more about film stills, I 
realised that it wasn’t necessary. If the 
space is not too tight on set, I will try my 
best to get a different angle.”

Justine Yeung



“These seemingly random images 
are contrary to the typical 

behind-the-scenes footage and 
photos of film production that hint 

at a tense and hectic atmosphere. 
As seen through her lens, the film 

set looks surprisingly idle; it has 
an almost surrealist vibe of an 

amusement park, as if it was 
inviting the audience to enter into 

that space and experience the 
film shoot.”

Dustin Shum
Photography Critic

Justine Yeung killing time waiting on sets by shooting with her film 
camera. Pictured here are moments from Derek Yee’s remake of 
Sword Master (2016) in Hengdian World Studios, Mainland China.



Karen Cloudy 
Tang 小雲 
Stills Photographer



Stills from Empty Hand (2017),
 directed by Chapman To

“There are similarities between 
the work process of a 

photographer and a director: to 
photograph a stills collection, 
you need to look for the right 
lighting design, art direction, 

and costumes; having pictures 
taken frequently also makes me 

realise the importance for a 
photographer to create an 

environment for the subject to 
feel at ease. Not many people 

know how to express 
themselves in front of a camera, 

so I will try to guide the subject 
like actors in a scene, with a 

backstory of the shooting.”

Karen Cloudy Tang



“I was absolutely stunned by the display of Kurata Yasuaki's photos 
in that space.
I could imagine he was actually practicing his kata, with the wind 
sweeping through the grass field.”

Douglas Ho, Architect, SLHO & Associates Ltd.



Opening Talk: In Conversations with 
the Artists and Curatorial Team



In-the-moment filmmaking
with Wing Shya

As a public programme of ‘Off-sets’, we designed with exhibiting 
artist Wing Shya a workshop on creating a short film by 
exploring found images. 

29 participants were selected from 57 applicants to join the 
2-day experimentation. They came from a wide range of 
backgrounds: filmmaking, photograph, performing arts, teaching, 
businesses, engineering, with or without art practices; from Hong 
Kong, Mainland China, and abroad.



“Thank you for organising such a meaningful 
workshop. The HKIPF team showed great 
care from the registration processes and 
venue arrangements, to the rhythm and 
materials of the events. Also, thanks to Wing 
Shya's thoughtful facilitation.

Genuine interactions are few and far between, 
thank you all for such opportunities to connect 
with other people in this couple of days.”

Tsz Lam, participant

In-the-moment filmmaking with Wing Shya



Docent-Guided Tours
As accompaniment to the exhibition we provided docent-guided 
tours for students, groups with special needs and interests and the 
general public, in Cantonese, English, and Mandarin.

Groups and institutions who have attended our tours include the 
University of Hong Kong, the Chinese University of Hong Kong, the 
City University of Hong Kong, the Education University of Hong 
Kong, the Hong Kong Metropolitan University, the Society of Boys' 
Centres Shing Tak Centre School, and a group of students with 
hearing impairment.



‘Off-sets: Photographies of Hong Kong Cinema’ 

Image courtesy of JCCAC

“The guided tour certainly enriched the experience!” 
Audience feedback



Public Display

Beyond the showcase of key visuals designed by 
award-winning NY-based designer Tracy Ma outside K11 
Musea, 10 works from the main exhibition and 3 from the 
Satellite Exhibitions were presented at major bus stops 
across Kowloon and New Territories.

Transported onto street level, we return some of the 
iconic images of Hong Kong’s cinematic wonders to the 
environments they were born from so they can be 
encountered by passengers and pedestrians on their 
daily commutes.



Artwork displays at major bus stops across Kowloon and New Territories



Artwork displays at major bus stops across Kowloon and New Territories



Artwork displays at major bus stops across Kowloon and New Territories



Exhibition Identity and Publication Design by Tracy Ma



Audience Feedback

“What a brilliant exhibition! Some of the best moments of Hong Kong Cinema, something our city can really be 
proud of.”
Douglas Ho, Architect, SLHO & Associates Ltd.

“A fascinating glimpse into the movie-making process.”
Madeleine Fitzpatrick, China Daily. 

“Definitely attractive to the masses… works from different years help show the timeline of the local movie industry, 
as well as the development of how the practitioners employ different styles of visual storytelling in different 
decades.” 
Eric Tsang, Lecturer, School of Journalism and Communication, the Chinese University of Hong Kong.

“The many display forms used in the exhibition, such as the neon lights, the utilisation of semi-open space, and the 
contact print, showed meticulous attention, which accentuated the theme of the exhibition.” 
“Beautiful curation! All photos flowed together.”

“Thoughtful presentation.”

“A visual feast for photography and Hong Kong cinema fans alike - and, if you're both, you'd have been in Elysium!” 
webs-of-significance.blogspot.com



Data collected from Hong Kong International Photo Festival 2022 Survey



Data collected from Hong Kong International Photo Festival 2022 Survey





In response to Hong Kong's land-scarce condition and to engage with different communities, Satellite Exhibitions and 
their collateral events continues to take place across different districts, in art spaces and common venues including 
bookshops, cafes, community centres, even an old mall to create an array of photographic encounters in our everyday 
environment, for audiences of different ages and background. 

Through an open call for ‘Satellite Exhibitions 2022’, we selected six bodies of work that present distinctive 
perspectives on Hong Kong’s past and present, including a cross-generation dialogue between father and son, 
observations of a nursing student during the pandemic, and a second-generation emigrant’s re-envisage of home and 
land inspired by objects retrieved from demolished villages in the Northeast New Territories.

Satellite Exhibitions



Kaufu by Michelle Chan Wan Chee
at Mist Gallery



The silent blue filter by Itit Cheung
at Window and Alley





Zoom by Jessica Fu
at Dionysus Books



New Territories by Justin Hui
at Kubrick Cafe



APAPPAN by Dion Leung
at Unit 54, Fu Lee Loy Shopping Centre



Shifting Grounds by Yu Pak Lin & Albert Yu Ka Ho
at Arthome



Shifting Grounds by Yu Pak Lin & Albert Yu Ka Ho
at Arthome



Participants’ Feedback

“To see works that would normally be displayed in museum or gallery space, to be brought to our space, and even 
public spaces such as a back alley, shows unique interpretations of the work itself and of exhibition form; a critical 
discourse between the power to occupy public space and art works. The display of such consideration and the artist's 
impromptu adaptation to the environment is very inspiring”
Venue Partner, Window and Alley

“The 6 months Satellite Programme is really valuable. It pushed me to learn these new skills - from creating my own 
exhibition models, to really distilling down the works to what it is that I want to present to the world and executing it from 
every level. I also learned much about how to present my works in relation to a space.”
Michelle Chan, ‘Kau Fu’ artist 

“The most helpful part of the programme has to be the critique sessions. The six of us continued to meet up to critique 
amongst ourselves. This really gave us a sense of camaraderie.”
Albert Yu, ‘Shifting Grounds’ artist



Weekend Market

Building on the 2018 Classic Camera Fair and Photobook Showcase, the Weekend Market welcomed 18 local 
businesses, makers, artists, collectives, and publishers to showcase an array of works and products, including 
camera equipment and supplies, photobooks, independent publications, printed matter, accessories and unique 
items. 

Joining the Hong Kong vendors are 4 overseas organisations whom we have invited as partners to present a selection 
of works from their countries and offer insights on print-based medium, its production and ecosystems. They are 
Gueari Galeri, photobook gallery and independent publisher from Indonesia; PAPER MATTER, artists’ books research 
unit and archive from Taiwan; Thing Books, organiser of the annual Singapore Art Book Fair; and Matca, a 
photographer-led space and publisher from Vietnam.



Local Vendors
at JCCAC L1 Central Courtyard

“A very diverse community.” Visitor feedback





Local Vendors
at JCCAC L1 Central Courtyard



Overseas Vendors & Reading Corner
at JCCAC L2 Terrace



Overseas Partner Gueari Galeri
On display at JCCAC L2 Terrace



Overseas Partner Matca
On display at JCCAC L2 Terrace



Overseas Partner Paper Matter
On display at JCCAC L2 Terrace



Overseas Partner Thing Books
On display at JCCAC L2 Terrace





“This is the first time we run a market 
stall, it's such an eye-opening experience 
seeing other stalls and their products! 

We have also discovered many arts and 
culture happenings in fermentation, the 
Be Here team aims to unearth more of 
such activities in the future. More 
importantly, we are very pleased to have 
introduced Be Here to people outside of 
our original network, allowing us to 
receive a wider range of feedback.”

Be Here, vendor 



Data collected from Hong Kong International Photo Festival 2022 Survey



Public Programmes

Talks: 1 HKIPF 2022 Opening Talk; 
4 hybrid talks by overseas partners (PAPER MATTER, Gueari Galeri, Thing Books, Matca) addressing contemporary 
practices in photobooks, photography as a therapeutic process, as well as the climate, joys, and challenges of art 
book publishing

Discussions: 4 in-person discussions by Thames & Hudson Asia, Po JOURN, narrativesbyus, and the memory 
machine about photo documentation, truth seeking in publications, EM identities with creativity, and risograph

Workshops: 1 zinemaking workshop by Hong Kong zinemaking collective ZINE COOP and narrativesbyus for ethnic 
minorities; 1 zine station by ZINE COOP; 1 collaborative photography workshop by Phoboko; 1 filmmaking workshop 
with Hong Kong artist Wing Shya

Off-sets Guided visits: 18 public docent-guided tours in Cantonese, English, and Mandarin; 5 VIP tours; 6 
school-guided tours for university and secondary arts and photography students; 1 session for organization

Total number of participants: 588



Zine Workshop with ZINE COOP & narrativesbyus

Zine-making is a cultural movement and practice that has grown and 
developed all around the world over decades.

Consider zines a chapter of a visual story, a diary, or an object that 
can be used to hold the tiny thoughts and fleeting moments in life: the 
medium has been popular among many artists and photography 
enthusiasts for editing and sequencing their materials

From selecting and editing materials, creating layouts, to simple 
book-binding, we invited ZINE COOP to offer a hands-on introduction 
into the many layers of zine-making in this workshop.

Differing from the zine workshop we’ve conducted in the past edition, 
we also invited narrativesbyus, a collective formed by ethnic minorities 
in Hong Kong, to lead discussions amongst participants ahead of the 
zinemaking. Through the workshop, participants are able to creatively 
exchange their individual and communal experiences as ethnic 
minority in Hong Kong.



Zine Workshop with ZINE COOP & narrativesbyus



Zine Workshop with ZINE COOP & narrativesbyus



Zine Station with ZINE COOP
 

To reach a wider audience, we also invited ZINE COOP to set up a zine 
station during the Weekend Market for walk-in visitors of all ages to get a 
glimpse of zine-making by making simple zines.



‘Photography and Collaboration’ Workshop by Phoboko
Photography is usually viewed as a medium of individual expression through personalised 
tool use. On contrast, the workshop facilitated by Phoboko introduced several collaborative 
photography methods through photobooks to the participants. 

The extensive one-day workshop encouraged participants to work in pairs - to explore the 
potential ways of collaboration, and most importantly, to bring inspirations to their existing 
practices.







Data collected from Hong Kong International Photo Festival 2022 Survey, inclusive of all public programmes



Publicity

Number of Festival guides printed: 4,000

Number of Exhibition guides printed: 4,000

Number of posters distributed: 600

Bus stop panels 15 General, 8 K11 Dockside displays

Full bus wrap 1

Banners and signage at JCCAC and all 6 Satellite Exhibitions Venues







Publicity

Number of news reports 

Online 22

Physical 1

Radio 2

TV programmes 4

Reach of each category

TV programmes 195,000

Physical news 105,347

Online news 31,951,046

TOTAL REACH 32,251,393

Number of IG posts created: 46

Number of FB posts created: 58

Online promotion

Social media ad reach 1,671,779

FB organic reach  98,023

IG organic reach   1,632,543

YouTube impressions  130,022

Google Keyword impressions 40,489

TOTAL SOCIAL MEDIA REACH 3,402,345

TOTAL GOOGLE IMPRESSIONS 170,511



Media Coverage



Media Coverage



Media Coverage



Publicity on Social Media



Media Coverage



Media Coverage



Benefactors & Partners



The Team 

Artistic Director is Lau Ching Ping. 
The project team are Kaya Lo, Stella Tsui, Bess Chan, Joce Chau, and Tiffany Lau. The Interns are Hung Lok 
Wun and Wang Yingyi. The Festival Ambassadors are Cham Sze Lo, Fung Wing Tung, Ho Ching Ching, Ho 
Tung Shing, Tsang Hok Lam and Yuen Tsz Ling.

The Satellite Exhibitions group critique sessions facilitators are Enoch Cheung, Lau Ching Ping, Ellen Pau, 
Lukas Tam Wai Ping, and Wang Weiwei. The Exhibition Design and Technical Advisor is Sunny Wong.

The Festival Identity and Graphic Design is by Eddie the Studios, website design by Swwwap Studio, and 
videography by Etienne Leung.

English Editing by Bess Chan, Joce Chau and Madeleine M. Slavick.
Chinese Editing by Lau Chi Wan, Kaya Lo, Lo Yin Shan, Stella Tsui.
English Translation by Brian Ting, Nicholas Wong and Nicolette Wong.
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